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In this paper we present a thorough analysis of two systems magnetially inhomogeneous: the man-
ganite La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/MgO and the amorphous alloy Cu90Co10. In both ases, the non-extensive
statistis yield a faithful desription of the magneti behavior of the systems. In the model proposed
here, the inhomogeneous magneti system is omposed by many Maxwell-Boltzmann homogeneous
bits and the entropi parameter q is related to the moments of the distribution of the inhomogeneous
quantity. From the analysis of Sanning Tunnelling Spetrosopy (STS) images, the q parameter
an be diretly measured.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
Tsallis thermostatistis has been widely used in a
number of dierent ontexts
1
. The framework is ap-
pliable to systems whih, broadly speaking, present
at least one of the following properties: (i) long-
range interations, (ii) long-time memory, (iii) fratal-
ity and (iv) intrinsi inhomogeneity
1,2
. Manganese ox-
ides, or simply manganites, seems to embody three out of
these four ingredients: they present Coulomb long-range
interations
3,4,5
, lusters with fratal shapes
6,7
and in-
trinsi inhomogeneity
6,8,9,10,11
. Indeed, in a sequene of
previous publiations
12,13,14
, it has been shown that the
magneti properties of manganites an be properly de-
sribed within a mean-eld approximation using Tsallis
statistis.
II. PHYSICAL PICTURE
We onsider an inhomogeneous magneti system om-
posed by many homogeneous parts (lusters) with dier-
ent sizes, eah one of them desribed by the Maxwell-
Boltzmann statistis. By averaging the magnetization
over the whole system, we reover the Tsallis non-
extensivity. A relationship between the q parameter and
the moments of the distribution is obtained. The model
is tested using Sanning Tunnelling Spetrosopy (STS)
ondutane maps, where the q parameter ould be ob-
tained and, onsequently, the bulk magnetization pre-
dited. We also apply the results to desribe the mag-
neti behavior of Cu90Co10 amorphous ribbons.
The starting point is a magneti system formed by
small regions, or lusters of Maxwell-Boltzmann bits,
eah one of them with magnetization M(µ, T,H) given
by the usual Langevin funtion
15
:
M(µ, T,H) = µ
[
cothx− 1
x
]
(1)
where x = µH/kT . The lusters are distributed in size,
and therefore in their net magneti moment. Let f(µ) be
the distribution of the lusters magneti moment. Thus,
the average magnetization of the sample will be given by:
〈M〉 =
∫
∞
0
M(µ, T,H)f(µ)dµ (2)
On the other hand, Ref.
14,16
shows that the non-
extensive magnetization is given by the generalized
Langevin funtion:
Mq = µne
(2− q)
[
cothq x− 1
x
]
(3)
where q ∈ ℜ is the Tsallis entropi parameter and x =
µneH/kT .
Equating the suseptibilities
χq = 〈χ〉 ≡ lim
H→0
∂M
∂H
(4)
and the saturation values (H →∞) of Eqs. 2 and 3, we
nd a analytial expression to the q parameter:
q(2 − q)2 = 〈µ
2〉
〈µ〉2 (5)
where 〈µ〉 and 〈µ2〉 are the rst and seond moments of
the distribution f(µ), respetively. This result is valid for
any f(µ), and is analogous to that obtained by Bek17
and Bek and Cohen
18
.
Now, let us onsider a distribution of ritial tempera-
tures. Again, the magnetization of a small region is given
by the usual Langevin funtion (Eq.1), however, within
the mean-eld approximation, where:
x =
µ(H0 + λM)
kT
(6)
2and λ = 3kTC/µ
2
orresponds to the mean-eld param-
eter. Unfortunately, onsidering a distribution of ritial
temperatures, the average magnetization
〈M〉 =
∫
∞
0
M(µ, T,H0, TC ,M)f(TC)dTC (7)
an not be redued in a similar fashion to what was done
in the ase of a distribution of magneti moments. Thus,
a losed and simple expression onneting the q param-
eter and the moments of the distribution of ritial tem-
peratures ould not be obtained. However, as will be
disussed, the onnetion with experimental results will
provide some suggestions.
III. CONNECTIONS WITH EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
A. Distribution of magneti moments
As disussed before, the q parameter is related to the
moments of the distribution of magneti moments (Eq.
5). Thus, to measure the entropi parameter we need to
measure, a priori, the distribution of magneti moments.
Below, we will disuss how to extrat f(µ) from some
experimental data.
1. Manganites
Colossal magnetoresistane (CMR) eet
8
, usually ob-
served on manganites, has been proposed in terms of
intrinsi inhomogeneities
6,8,9
, whih an lead to a for-
mation of insulating and onduting domains within a
single sample, i.e., eletroni phase separation in a hem-
ial homogeneous sample. The inhomogeneities alter the
loal eletroni and magneti properties of the sample
and should therefore be visible via STS
9,19,20
or Mag-
neti Fore Mirosopy (MFM)
21,22
.
Beker and o-workers
9
measured STS in a
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/MgO thin lm and visualized a
domain struture of onduting (ferromagneti) and
insulating (paramagneti) regions with nanometri size,
sine this manganite has a transition from a metalli
phase (below TC) to an insulating phase (above TC),
with a strong phase oexistene/ompetition around
TC ∼ 330 K. These STS ondutane maps obtained by
those authors at 87 K, 150 K and 278 K are reprodued
in gure 1(a). From these 1-bit images (blak regions
mean insulating/paramagenti phase and white regions
stand for onduting/ferromagneti phase), it was
possible to determine the distribution of lusters size.
Considering that the luster size φ, measured in pixels,
is proportional to the magneti moment µ of the luster,
Eq. 5 an be re-written as:
〈φ2〉
〈φ〉2 =
〈µ2〉
〈µ〉2 = q(2− q)
2
(8)
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FIG. 1: (a) Sanning tunnelling spetrosopy images obtained
at dierent temperatures on La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/MgO mangan-
ite thin lm, after Beker et al.
9
. White regions are ondut-
ing (ferromagneti phase) lusters and the blak regions are
insulating lusters (paramagneti phase). The main graphi
is the luster size distribution of the image at 278 K, propor-
tional to the luster magneti moment distribution, where,
using Eq.8, q = 2.95 ould be diretly obtained. (b) Using
the mean-eld (redued) generalized magnetization (Eq.3: +
symbol), we ould predit the bulk magnetization, in a sat-
isfatory agreement with the measured one (◦ symbol), in a
redued sale M/M(18 K)9.
The ondutane map at 278 K has a distribution of lus-
ters as presented in gure 1(a), and, using Eq. 8 we
obtained from the data q =2.95.
With this value of q, the total magnetization of the sys-
tem an be predited, by onsidering the mean-eld ap-
proximation into the generalized magnetization (Eq.3),
where x = 3mq/t, mq = Mq/µne, t = T/T (1)C and
T
(1)
C = 298K
12
(see refs.
12,14
for details onerning the
mean-eld approximation applied to the non-extensive
magnetization). This proedure results in a satisfatory
agreement between the predited redued magnetization
(mq =0.25; the + symbol) and the experimental one (the
◦ symbol), obtained measuring the bulk magnetization9,
as presented in gure 1(b). The images at 87 K and
150 K were not analyzed, sine the lusters have already
perolated.
The proedure above desribed shows how to extrat
the q parameter from an experimental data, and then
3how to apply the obtained q parameter to predit maro-
sopi quantities of the system. In addition, these re-
sults exemplify the relation between non-extensivity and
mirosopi inhomogeneities. Finally, it is important to
stress that q is related to the dynamis of the system,
sine it measures the distribution of magneti moments,
that ontains the dynamis.
2. Granular Alloys
Ferrari and o-workers
23
analyzed some melt-
spun Cu90Co10 ribbons, materials intrinsially
inhomogeneous
24,25
. They onsidered Eq.2 to study
the magneti behavior of these materials, supposing a
Log-Normal distribution of magneti moments:
f(µ) =
1√
2pi s µ
exp
[
− ln
2(µ/µ0)
2 s2
]
(9)
where the k
th
moment is 〈µk〉 = µk0 exp(k2s2/2).
Those authors used this model to t the magnetization
urves at room temperature, as displayed in gure 2-top.
The tting parameters for the sample (a) are µ0 = 500µB
and s = 1.16; and for the sample (b), µ0 = 3900µB and
s = 0.93. Both samples are Cu90Co10, however, prepared
under dierent onditions
23
. With these values and using
Eqs.9 and 5, we ould obtain the q parameter for both
samples: (a) q = 3.11 and (b) q = 2.90.
With those values of q, the non-extensive magneti sus-
eptibility was obtained:
χq =
qµ2ne
3kT
=
q(2− q)2〈µ〉2
3kT
(10)
and mathes the experimental one, as presented in gure
2-bottom.
B. Distribution of ritial temperatures
Campillo and o-workers
26
analyzed the magneti
properties of 200-nm thik lms of La0.67Ca0.33MnO3,
whih were grown under idential onditions onto ve
dierent single rystal substrates: MgO, Si, NdGaO3,
SrTiO3, LaAlO3. The lms exhibit a strong substrate
dependene of the magneti properties, inluding, for in-
stane, dierent values of Curie temperature TC . On the
other hand, the strain due to the growth mode indues in-
homogeneities on the sample
11,26
. Campillo veried that
these inhomogeneities depend on the substrate harater
and therefore they determined the TC distribution for
eah thik lm.
The authors onsidered that the magnetization of a
small and homogeneous region is given by:
M(m0, TC , T, β) = m0
(
1− T
TC
)β
θ(TC − T ) (11)
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FIG. 2: Top: Open irles are the experimental results,
whereas the solid lines orrespond to the average magneti-
zation (Eq.2), onsidering a Log-Normal distribution (Eq.9).
Bottom: dM/dH as a funtion of the applied magneti eld,
where the magneti suseptibility lies in the zero eld limit.
The predited non-extensive magneti suseptibility mathes
the experimental one, for both samples.
where θ(x) is the Heavyside Step funtion. Supposing a
Normal distribution of Curie temperatures
f(TC) =
1√
2pi σ
exp
(
− (TC − 〈TC〉)
2
2 σ2
)
(12)
where σ is the standard deviation and 〈TC〉 the rst mo-
ment of the distribution, they ould write the average
magnetization:
〈M〉 =
∫
∞
0
M(m0, TC , T, β) f(TC)dTC (13)
and t the orrespondingM vs. T urves, for all samples
available. From those ts, the authors ould obtain a
linear relationship between the standard deviation σ and
the mean value 〈TC〉 of the samples analyzed; 〈TC〉 =
272− 1.6 σ, as presented in gure 3(a).
On the other hand, in our previous work
12
, we used
the Generalized Brillouin funtion
12,13
, a non-extensive
magneti equation of state, to t the M vs. T urves
obtained from those manganites presented in Table I.
From that study emerges a linear relationship between
TC , a quantity intrinsi to the material, and the q param-
eter, a quantity intrinsi to the non-extensive statistis;
TC = −283 + 581 q, as presented in gure 3(b).
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FIG. 3: (a) First moment 〈TC〉 of the Curie temperature dis-
tribution as a funtion of the standard deviation σ, obtained
tting the M vs. T urves of La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 manganites
deposited onto ve dierent single rystal substrates: MgO,
Si, NdGaO3, SrTiO3, LaAlO3. After Campillo et al.
26
. (b)
Curie temperature as a funtion of the q parameter, obtained
from the t, using the generalized Brillouin funtion
12,13
, of
the M vs. T urves of those manganites referred in Table I.
TABLE I: Manganites, and the respetive referenes, in whih
its M vs. T urves were analyzed using the generalized Bril-
louin funtion
12,13
in order to obtain the orresponding q pa-
rameter. The Label olumn orresponds to the gure 3(b).
The hoie of ompounds was made suh as to over a wide
range of Tc values within the ferromagneti phase, but it was
random in any other aspet.
Label Compound Ref.
A La0.62Y0.07Ca0.31MnO3+δ
27
B La0.875Sr0.125MnO3+δ
28
C La0.5Ca0.5MnO3
29
D La0.83Sr0.17Mn0.98Fe0.02O3
30
E La0.89Sr0.11MnO3+δ
12
F La0.75Ba0.25MnO3
31
G La0.5Ba0.5MnO3
31
H La0.7Sr0.3Mn0.9Ru0.1O3
32
Comparing the results obtained by our own
12
(gure
3(b)) and Campillo
26
(gure 3(a)), we ould estimate a
relation between the standard deviation σ and the q pa-
rameter:
σ ∝ (1− q) (14)
reinforing the idea that the q parameter is related to the
inhomogeneities of the system. Note that, q →1 imply
in σ →0, i.e., the extensive (Maxwell-Boltzmann) limit
orresponds to the homogeneous ase.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Summarizing, in the present work we shown that the
q parameter measures the inhomogeneity and dynamis
of a given inhomogeneous magneti system. We stress
that the measured q, obtained from sanning tunnelling
spetrosopy on manganites (a mirosopi information),
is able to predit a thermodynami quantity, the bulk
magnetization (a marosopi information); the entropi
parameter ontains the dynamis, onneting the mi-
rosopi and marosopi worlds. Thus, the present
work shows a lear ombination of dynamis and statis-
tis, the key role to desribe omplex systems. The
present model was also suessful applied to a series of
La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 thik lms
26
and melt-spun Cu90Co10
ribbons
23
; and the results reinfore the onlusions made
in this work.
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